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On November 1, 2012, the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”) 

submitted a Proposed Draft Rule on Governmental Electric Aggregation (“Draft Rule”).  

Thereafter, parties had the opportunity to file Verified Initial Comments and Reply Comments on 

November 28, 2012 and December 12, 2012, respectively.  After contending in its Initial 

Comments that the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) lacks authority over 

municipal aggregation and thus lacks authority to promulgate the Draft Rule, the Metropolitan 

Mayors Caucus (“Caucus”) filed a Motion to Dismiss (“Motion”) this rulemaking proceeding 

contemporaneous with its Reply Comments.  Based on the Reply Comments filed by Staff, there 

is sharp disagreement between Staff and the Caucus regarding whether the Commission has 

authority over municipal aggregation.  As its Initial and Reply Comments indicate, 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) finds itself somewhere in the middle of these two 

extremes. 

As explained in more detail below, ComEd shares the Caucus’ concerns that the Draft 

Rule not overstate or mischaracterize the scope of Commission authority to adopt the Draft Rule 

or the applicability of the Draft Rule.  In ComEd’s view, this issue has been exacerbated by 
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Staff’s eleventh hour clarification regarding to whom the Draft Rule is intended to apply.  Indeed, 

only in its Reply Comments did Staff finally announce (apparently for the first time) that the 

Commission “has no authority over municipalities, counties, or townships, with regard to electric 

aggregation or otherwise.”  Verified Reply Comments of the Staff of the Illinois Commerce 

Commission (“Staff’s Reply Comments”) at 8-9 (footnote omitted).  On the other hand, ComEd 

agrees with Staff that the Commission retains its jurisdiction over electric utilities and retail 

electric suppliers (“RESs”), and can exercise that authority here just as it has done in the approval 

of ComEd’s municipal aggregation tariff, Rate GAP – Government Aggregation Protocol (“Rate 

GAP”) and Ameren’s municipal aggregation tariff, Government Aggregation Services. 

In sum, while, as a general matter, the Commission’s jurisdiction over electric utilities 

and RESs cannot be doubted, the Draft Rule (as well as Staff’s and the Caucus’ interpretation of 

such Rule) raises serious concerns about its meaning, legality and usefulness.  Indeed, the very 

parties to whom the Draft Rule could apply do not understand which provisions, if any, apply to 

them.  Therefore, ComEd suggests that the parties return to workshops to determine whether 

meaningful rules can be established in this docket despite the lack of jurisdiction over one of the 

key actors in the municipal aggregation process – the governmental aggregators.  If not, a viable 

alternative may be to propose certain changes to the utilities’ municipal aggregation tariffs (e.g., 

ComEd’s Rate GAP).  Indeed, such a docket is already pending regarding ComEd’s Rate GAP 

(see ICC Docket No. 12-0590), although Staff and the Retail Energy Supply Association 

(“RESA”) filed motions to dismiss on December 21, 2012 that are still pending. 
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BACKGROUND 

The July 31, 2012 Initiating Order in this docket sets forth the genesis of this rulemaking 

proceeding.  In brief, a question arose in ICC Docket No. 11-0434 – the Commission’s 

investigation of ComEd’s Rate GAP – regarding “whether the Commission should initiate a 

rulemaking to address several issues deemed inappropriate for resolution in that case.”  ICC 

Docket No. 12-0456 (July 31, 2012 Order (“Initiating Order”)) at 1.  Staff was “unsure as to 

statutory authority for such a rulemaking” and “requested time to further investigate this issue 

and then make a recommendation.”  Initiating Order at 1.     

Staff then undertook its investigation, and on July 18, 2012, it filed a Report on New 

Rulemaking to Address Additional Issues Relating to Municipal Aggregation Pursuant to Section 

1-92 of the Illinois Power Agency Act (“Staff Report”), which “conclude[ed] that the 

Commission has the statutory authority to promulgate rules regarding municipal aggregation.”  

Initiating Order at 1.  Specifically, the Staff Report sets forth Staff’s views regarding the 

statutory foundation for the Commission’s rulemaking authority over municipal aggregation 

governed by Section 1-92 of the Illinois Power Agency Act (“IPA Act”), but makes no reference 

to the Commission lacking authority over municipalities, counties, or townships (with regard to 

electric aggregation or otherwise).  Based on the Staff Report, the Commission determined that it 

“has jurisdiction over the subject matter herein.”  Initiating Order at 2. 

Following entry of the Initiating Order, Staff conducted a series of workshops in 

September and October 2012.  On November 1, 2012, Staff filed Verified Comments attaching 

the Draft Rule, and the Caucus intervened the following day.  On November 28, 2012, the parties 

were presented with their first opportunity to formally comment on the scope of the 

Commission’s authority and Staff’s related positions.  In particular, the Caucus submitted 
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extensive comments challenging the Commission’s authority over municipal aggregation.  While 

ComEd’s comments identified certain threshold issues regarding applicability and authority that 

were either unresolved or overstated in the Draft Rule, the remainder of its comments proposed 

changes designed to clarify and strengthen the Draft Rule and to make its provisions consistent. 

On December 12, 2012, the parties filed Reply Comments.  The Caucus also 

contemporaneously filed the Motion, which reiterated its position that the Commission has no 

authority over municipal aggregation.  Staff’s Reply Comments sharply disputed the Caucus’ 

position, forcefully asserting that the Commission has authority over municipal aggregation.  

However, while Staff still refused to include any statement in the Draft Rule regarding its 

applicability, Staff clarified, apparently for the first time, that “[t]he Commission has no 

authority over municipalities, counties, or townships, with regard to electric aggregation or 

otherwise.”  Staff’s Reply Comments at 8-9 (footnote omitted). 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Caucus and Staff Each Rely on a False Choice and Ignore a Middle Ground 
 Approach. 
 

In ComEd’s view, the positions taken by the Caucus and Staff each present a false 

choice.  The Caucus’ all or nothing approach claims that any Commission rulemaking regarding 

the subject of municipal aggregation must be dismissed because the Commission has no 

authority over municipal aggregation.  Caucus’ Mem. in Support of the Mot. to Dismiss at 1.  

However, as Staff correctly observes, the legislature has not taken any action to limit the 

Commission’s jurisdiction over electric utilities and RESs regarding municipal aggregation.  

Indeed, Section 16-104(b) of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) provides some authority for the 

Commission to adopt rules regarding aggregation.  220 ILCS 5/16-104(b) (“The Commission 

may adopt rules and regulations governing the criteria for aggregation of the loads utilizing 
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delivery services…. The electric utility shall allow such aggregation for any voluntary grouping 

of customers….”). 

Staff, on the other hand, takes offense that any party would question the scope of the 

Commission’s rulemaking authority or the particular application of that authority in the Draft 

Rule.  Staff’s version of the all or nothing approach is to claim that only one of two paths is 

possible – either (i) the Draft Rule be adopted or (ii) this entire rulemaking, and even the 

aggregation tariffs such as Rate GAP, must fail.  Specifically, Staff somewhat misleadingly 

claims that ComEd (and other parties) have no basis to question the authority of the Commission 

because “it was the request for a Commission rulemaking on governmental aggregation by 

several parties, including ComEd, RESA, and [the Illinois Competitive Energy Association 

(“ICEA”)], that led to the Staff Report accompanying the Initiating Order in this Docket.”  

Staff’s Reply Comments at 4 (footnote omitted).  Notwithstanding that ComEd has only sought 

to clarify the source and scope of the Commission’s authority rather than claim that the 

Commission lacks any authority, ComEd did not suggest that the Commission undertake a 

rulemaking without regard for whether the Commission has authority over municipal 

aggregation.  ComEd’s position (in the Rate GAP proceeding, to which Staff apparently was 

referring) instead was the following:  

While ComEd believes that the General Assembly should continue the review of 
the enabling legislation that it began last spring, it also encourages the 
Commission, to the extent it believes it has the authority to address these issues 
and any other issues, to exercise such authority by initiating a rulemaking 
proceeding that brings greater structure and clarity to the operation of these 
programs and creates a coherent policy on retail competition.   

ICC Docket No. 11-0434 (April 4, 2012 Order) at 25 (emphasis added). 

The Commission need not be taken by either of these extreme positions, however.  Staff’s 

recent admission in its Reply Comments that the Commission does not have jurisdiction over 
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municipalities, townships or county boards suggests that there is some common ground between 

the Caucus and Staff.  Yet, even if this common ground exists, the Draft Rule still lacks clarity 

regarding its applicability (as evidenced by the Caucus’ comments and Motion and ComEd’s 

comments) and contains provisions that mischaracterize the Commission’s authority.  For 

example, although Staff claims that the application of the rule is obvious, the admitted confusion 

of ComEd, the Caucus, and ICEA suggests otherwise.  Given the number of actors involved in 

the process of arranging for the supply of retail customers, including municipalities, townships, 

and their agencies,1 a clear statement of applicability is imperative.  In addition, several of the 

terms in the Definitions section mischaracterize the sources of legislative authority – the 

definitions of “Aggregation Program”, “Opt-in Aggregation Program,” and “Opt-out 

Aggregation Program” each refer to both Section 1-92 of the IPA Act and Section 16-104(b) of 

the PUA as the sources of authority.  However, these are two very different provisions set forth 

in separate acts, and Section 16-104(b) does not even contemplate an opt-out aggregation 

scenario.  20 ILCS 3855/1-92(a); 220 ILCS 5/16-104(b). 

Perhaps even more concerning, however, is the way in which Staff inconsistently 

interprets the Draft Rule, which provides further evidence that the parties should return to the 

workshop process.  This is discussed further in Section II below. 

II. Staff Misunderstands and Inconsistently Interprets the Draft Rule. 
 

Staff takes the position that the parameters of the Commission’s authority over municipal 

aggregation are sufficiently beyond doubt.  Based on that position, Staff urges the Commission 

to immediately move forward with promulgation of the Draft Rule.  Although Staff waited until 

                                                            
1 Notably, the Draft Rule does not even mention, much less address, the role of agents, brokers 
and consultants in the municipal aggregation process despite the involvement of these third 
parties in nearly every aggregation. 
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its Reply Comments to concede that the Commission has no authority over municipalities, 

counties, or townships, this was not made apparent to the other parties in this docket and, in any 

event, the Draft Rule includes provisions that directly regulate these governmental units.  

Indeed, it is inconceivable how several provisions of the Draft Rule, particularly Sections 

470.300, 470.400 and 470.500, could have been construed as applying to a party other than the 

government authority or its plan of operation – let alone be intended to apply to RESs or utilities, 

as Staff now generally submits.2   

Although Staff claims in its Reply Comments that the Draft Rule does not apply to or 

regulate governmental aggregators, the plain language of Section 470.400(a) (Opt-out 

Aggregation Provisions), for example, requires, among other things, that “[c]ustomers must be 

allowed to opt-out through at least two different methods” and that the customers be given at 

least 18 days to opt-out.  Incredibly, Staff’s Reply Comments now leave open the possibility that 

such rules may be enforced upon RESs or even utilities, as though either party has any control or 

veto authority over what the government aggregator requires of the notice process set forth in its 

plans.  

Furthermore, the Draft Rule reflects Staff’s inconsistency in its application of the law and 

Commission jurisdiction.  For example, Section 470.100 states that “[i]f, however, the 

governmental aggregator is a township board, then that township board must first provide an 

                                                            
2 Section 470.300(a) concerning customer notifications would require that aggregation 
disclosures to customers include the Governmental Aggregator’s name and logo (if it has a logo).  
This provision would compel use of a Governmental Aggregator’s property.  The four provisions 
in Section 470.400 concerning opt-out aggregation programs and the three provisions in Section 
470.500 concerning opt-in aggregation programs each would extensively regulate a key feature 
of governmental units’ electric aggregation programs, by requiring customer disclosures and by 
specifying the content of these disclosures.  If a municipality, county, or township chooses to 
pursue an electric aggregation program, these provisions would significantly regulate that 
program through mandatory customer disclosures. 
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accurate customer list to the electric utility.”  Recognizing the jurisdiction problem with this 

provision and need for consistency, ComEd proposed language in its Initial Comments that was 

instead directed more clearly at the utility, and provided that the utility obligation to submit 

customer information to the governmental aggregator was not triggered until the aggregator first 

provided an accurate and verified list of all retail customers in the aggregated area.  Yet, Staff 

inexplicably rejected this proposed change because the Commission “does not have regulatory 

authority over the Governmental Aggregators,” and would “attempt to regulate Governmental 

Aggregators improperly.”  Staff’s Reply Comments at 21-22.   

To the contrary, ComEd’s proposed language corrected the Draft Rule’s impermissible 

direct application to townships by instead directing when the utility could transfer the 

information.  ComEd’s approach, moreover, is consistent with the PUA’s regulatory framework, 

which is replete with provisions that regulate utilities and, in doing so, impact those persons and 

entities that interact with utilities.  For example, Section 16-122(c) of the PUA sets forth the 

conditions under which an electric utility may make available certain aggregated customer usage 

information to units of local governmental, which indirectly require that the unit of local 

government first satisfy the conditions precedent to the utility’s obligations.  220 ILCS 5/16-122 

(“Upon request from a unit of local government and payment of a reasonable fee, an electric 

utility shall make available information concerning the usage, load shape curves, and other 

characteristics of customers by customer classification and location within the boundaries of the 

unit of local government, however, no customer specific billing, usage, or load shape data shall 

be provided under this subsection unless authorization to provide that information is provided by 

the customer”) (emphasis added)).  The proposed change at issue here is no different. 
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These and other provisions of the Draft Rule require further work, which should be done 

through a workshop process rather than hastily promulgating the Draft Rule.  Among other 

things, moving forward at this stage would lead to publication in the Illinois Register, which 

would trigger the first notice period and set a one year time limit for adoption of a rule.  5 ILCS 

100/5-40(b), (e).  In light of the substantial remaining issues still to be addressed, the one year 

time limit could prevent adoption of a rule, or at least adoption of a rule that is well-crafted to 

address the complex issues presented by municipal aggregation. 

III. Staff Should Reconvene the Workshop Process to Further Clarify the Issue of 
 Commission Authority, Application of the Rule, and Viability of this Rulemaking. 
 

As explained above, a number of factors weigh heavily in favor of reconvening the 

workshop process.  These include:  (i) Staff’s recent admissions that the Commission lacks 

authority over governmental aggregators and that the Draft Rule is not intended to apply to them, 

(ii) the Draft Rule nevertheless contains provisions that apply to governmental aggregators, and 

(iii) Staff’s inconsistent interpretations of the Draft Rule.  Additional workshops would permit 

the parties time to further understand and refine the rules, which could be done prior to the first 

notice period.  Moreover, the workshops would provide a forum in which parties could openly 

discuss whether a rulemaking still makes sense now that Staff has admitted that one of the key 

parties in the aggregation process, if not the most important, will not be subject to the rules, 

which calls into question the applicability and enforceability of the vast majority of the Draft 

Rule.  If the parties conclude that tariff changes would instead more clearly signal their limited 

applicability, then such changes could be considered with respect to the utilities’ aggregation 

tariffs.  Indeed, changes to ComEd’s Rate GAP are currently pending in ICC Docket No. 12-

0590.  Depending on the disposition of Staff’s and RESA’s motions to dismiss, that docket may 

provide a forum in which limited tariff changes could be considered in a timelier manner. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

In light of the foregoing, ComEd respectfully requests that the Commission deny the 

Caucus’ Motion and direct Staff to reconvene the workshop process. 

 
Dated:  January 9, 2012   Respectfully submitted, 
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